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Abstract

Chlorophyll fluorescence is the re-emittance of radiation at a higher wavelength
by vegetation and originates from the same internal apparatus as photosynthesis.
Previous studies have shown that remotely sensed fluorescence contains informa-
tion on actual photosynthesis rates and can thus provide constraints on gross pri-
mary production. This study expands upon a previous effort to retrieve chloro-
phyll fluorescence from the Global Ozone Monitoring Instrument 2 (GOME-2).
As independent validation data is scarce simulated top-of-atmosphere spectra
with a known fluorescence signal are used to assess retrieval performance. Based
on this, four major changes are implemented in the Sun-Induced Fluorescence
of Terrestrial Ecosystems Retrieval (SIFTER) algorithm: 1) The spectral fitting
window is narrowed from 712-783 nm to 734-758 nm; 2) the number of principle
components used to simulate atmospheric effects is reduced from 35 to 8; 3) Re-
trievals are rejected when autocorrelation in the fit residuals is larger than 0.2;
4) all retrievals within a 0.5-degree latitudinal bin are corrected with the daily
mean fluorescence over all ocean areas within that bin to remove a zero-level
offset.
The new retrieval (SIFTER v2) has correlates better with other space-born flu-
orescence products compared to SIFTER v1. Especially tropical forests show
a large increase in estimated fluorescence for SIFTER v2. In contrast to other
GOME-2 based fluorescence retrievals SIFTER v2 is able to pick up regional
reductions in fluorescence that coincide (in time and space) with severe drought
events.
Correlation between multi-year mean fluorescence and gross primary produc-
tion (based on two independent datasets) is highest for SIFTER v2, compared
to version 1 and several other space-borne fluorescence products. This high-
lights the potential of SIFTER v2 to be used as an independent new constraint
on photosynthetic activity on regional to global scales.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Fluorescence and the carbon budget

During the last century atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations have
increased due to a combination of fossil fuel combustion, land-use change and
biomass burning (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2014). The
increased CO2 levels alter the radiative balance of the Earth and lead to in-
creased surface temperatures (Friedlingstein et al., 2014; Jackson et al., 2015).
The changes in both atmospheric CO2 and surface temperatures are expected
to cause profound changes in many components of the Earth system for possibly
centuries to come (Solomon et al., 2009).

Not all CO2 from anthropogenic origin ends up in the atmosphere. Approxi-
mately 56% of human-emitted CO2 is removed from the atmosphere by marine
and terrestrial sinks (Le Quéré et al., 2015). In absolute terms, uptake of CO2

during photosynthesis is the single largest sink of atmospheric carbon. However,
it is also the most uncertain flux within the global carbon budget (Ciais et al.,
2013). Estimates of the gross carbon uptake (GPP) range from annual sums of
100 - 180 Pg C yr−1, highlighting the need for new methods to better constrain
this flux (Jung et al., 2011; Anav et al., 2015). A major obstacle in estimating
GPP is that direct observation is difficult. Current measurement techniques
(e.g. eddy-covariance flux towers) measure net carbon exchange (NEE), which
is the combined flux of gross carbon uptake (GPP) and respiration. Estimates of
the gross carbon fluxes for the biosphere on regional to continental scale there-
fore rely on model predictions (both statistical and mechanistic). However,
the heterogeneity in vegetation, hydrology and other environmental conditions
leads to large biases and uncertainties in one of the most important fluxes in the
global carbon budget. In addition, a lack of independent global constraints on
GPP severely hinders the development of terrestrial biosphere models. These
models try to emulate the physical behaviour of vegetation under different en-
vironmental conditions and are currently the main method for predicting the
future carbon cycle.

A promising new constraint on global GPP is remotely sensed fluorescence. Un-
der sunlit conditions, plants use approximately 80% of absorbed photosynthet-
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Figure 1.1: Figure taken from Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(2014). The global carbon budget. Black colour indicates the natural reservoir
sizes (in Gt C) and fluxes (in Gt C yr−1). Red indicates the changes in reservoirs
and fluxes due to anthropogenic perturbation.

ically active radiation to drive photosynthesis, whilst the remainder is released
as heat (∼ 20%) or re-emitted at a higher wavelength (∼ 1 − 2%) (Baker, 2008).
The latter process is commonly known as sun-induced fluorescence (SIF), and
will be referred to as fluorescence throughout the rest of this work. Chlorophyll
fluorescence is directly related to the internal photosynthetic functioning of veg-
etation (i.e. photosystems I and II), and its emission has a spectrally smooth
curve with peaks at 685 nm (red fluorescence) and 730 nm (far-red fluorescence,
see Figure 1.2). Because carbon assimilation and fluorescence are both being
derived through photosynthesis, their respective strengths are closely related.
Previous studies found a linear correlation between GPP and fluorescence at
leaf level, even under drought conditions (Schreiber and Bilger, 1987; Flexas
et al., 2002).

Whilst fluorescence has long been used in plant sciences, only recently it was
found to be detectable from space (Joiner et al., 2011; Frankenberg et al., 2011b).
This lag is mainly caused by the weak signal of fluorescence, which only consti-
tutes 1-2% of the total top-of-atmosphere (TOA) reflectance signal. The first
global retrievals therefore relied on a method based on Fraunhofer line filling
using observations from the Greenhouse gasses Observing SATtelite (GOSAT).
Fraunhofer lines are narrow bands in the solar spectrum caused by absorption
in the outer layers of the sun. Several of these lines overlap with the smooth
emission spectrum of fluorescence. The observed top-of-atmosphere reflectance
from the Earth above vegetated surfaces has a decreased depth in these lines
(compared to the solar spectrum) due to fluorescence filling (Frankenberg et al.,
2011a). This method has been successfully applied to retrieve fluorescence for
the SCanning Imaging Absorption SpectroMeter for Atmospheric Chartogra-
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Figure 1.2: Taken from Joiner et al. (2016). Simulated spectra of different
components required for fluorescence retrievals (solar irradiance, atmospheric
transmittance, earth reflectance and fluorescence emission).

phY (SCIAMACHY) and the Orbiting Carbon Observatory-2 (OCO-2) as well
(Joiner et al., 2012; Frankenberg et al., 2014). However, by design both GOSAT
and OCO-2 only scan small areas of the globe on a daily basis as they take sam-
pled measurements. SCIAMACHY has a lower spectral resolution and therefore
relies on filling in the 866 nm Ca II solar Fraunhofer line. This line is far re-
moved from the peak fluorescence (around 737 nm) and therefore suffers from
low single measurement precision (Joiner et al., 2013).

Joiner et al. (2013) presented a method to derive fluorescence from observa-
tions made with the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME-2) optical
spectrometer on board of the MetOp-A satellite. GOME-2 has a lower spec-
tral resolution of 0.5 nm and a nadir footprint of 80-by-40 km. Because of the
spectral resolution it can not resolve individual Fraunhofer lines. Despite this,
efforts to retrieve fluorescence from GOME-2 are undertaken because of the
high spatial and temporal resolution of the sensor, compared to GOSAT and
OCO-2. To retrieve fluorescence from GOME-2 observations Joiner et al. (2013)
proposed to split the TOA signal into three different components: atmospheric
absorption, surface reflectance and fluorescence (see Figure 1.2). This approach
is followed by Sanders et al. (2016), who found the Sun-Induced Fluorescence of
Terrestrial Ecosystems Retrieval (SIFTER) algorithm at the Royal Netherlands
Meteorological Institute (KNMI). The concepts of retrieving fluorescence from
GOME-2 will now be discussed in more detail.

1.2 Retrieving fluorescence from GOME-2

As mentioned in the previous section, fluorescence retrievals for the GOME-2
instrument are not able to utilize the Fraunhofer-line filling method. However,
Joiner et al. (2013) found that fluorescence can be retrieved by optimizing the
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TOA spectrum to a combination of surface, atmosphere and fluorescence char-
acteristics. Below follows a short description of the method. However, more
details and complete formulation can be found in Joiner et al. (2013, 2016);
Sanders et al. (2016); Kooreman (2015); Leth (2014)

The idea behind the GOME-2 retrieval is that the observed TOA reflectance can
be explained by atmospheric effects, surface reflectance and chlorophyll fluores-
cence. It uses principle component analysis (PCA) to account for the various
atmospheric effects caused by aerosols and trace gasses. The contribution of
surface reflectance to the TOA spectrum is approximated by a low-order poly-
nomial. Fluorescence is assumed to have a Gaussian shape, with µ = 737 nm
and σ = 33.9 nm. Note that only far-red fluorescence is accounted for, though
a recent study by Joiner et al. (2016) tried to retrieve red fluorescence using a
similar approach. A linear combination of the various components (surface, at-
mosphere and fluorescence) is then minimized using the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm (Sanders et al., 2016).

The various principle component are found by selecting so-called reference pix-
els, for which the TOA spectrum is assumed to be free of any contribution of
vegetation (i.e. no fluorescence). Surface effects are removed from the TOA
spectrum by fitting a low-order polynomial through wavelengths not severely
affected by atmospheric effects (atmospheric windows). The remainder of the
signals is aggregated for a large number of samples and subsequently trans-
formed into principle components (PCs). These components can be interpreted
as spectral features that explain the variance in the spectra devoid of surface
effects (i.e. composed of only atmospheric effects). In other words, the first PC
is similar to the mean, as this spectral shape explains most of the variance (see
Figure 1.3). The second PC has its most pronounced features located near the
absorption regions of water vapour (715-740nm), suggesting that variations in
atmospheric water vapour content have a large impact in the TOA reflectance.
The third PC has most of its features located near the area of oxygen absorp-
tion (760-770 nm). As each principle component aims to maximize the explained
variance of the remainder of the signal, a linear combination of the first couple
of PCs will usually explain most of the signal. Therefore, a model based on PCs
can theoretically approximate the atmospheric effects in a statistical way. Field
observations done by Guanter et al. (2013) support this. However, it should
be noted that such an approach is linear and thus can lead to errors when ex-
trapolating non-linear (e.g. saturation) effects in the atmosphere. In addition,
the PCA approach does not try to physically explain the TOA spectrum, but
rather builds a statistical model based on a large number of TOA samples.

The statistical atmospheric model constructed over non-vegetated surfaces can
be used to retrieve fluorescence, under the assumption that the atmosphere has
similar properties over vegetated areas. In the retrieval this set of atmospheric
PCs together with a low-order polynomial for the surface and the Gaussian-
shaped fluorescence signal are scaled linearly and optimized (towards a minimal
root mean squared error between observed and modelled TOA spectrum).

Both the retrieval by (Joiner et al., 2013, 2016) (hereafter NASA SIF) and
Sanders et al. (2016) (hereafter SIFTER v1) follow this approach. However,
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Figure 1.3: Principal components (PCs) as function of wavelength. The first
PC is consistent with the mean atmospheric effect. The following PCs show the
spectra with the highest explanatory fractions. For PC2, this corresponds to
water vapour effects. For PC3 and 4 the major signals are found around the
O2A band. The y-axis is dimensionless.

Table 1.1: Most important differences between the NASA fluorescence retrieval
and the SIFTER v1 algorithm.

NASA SIF v26 SIFTER v1

Fitting window 734-758 nm 712-783 nm
Number of PCs 12 35
Reference area Cloudy ocean Sahara (desert)
Reference timespan Daily Yearly
Surface polynomial Third order Fourth order

differences do occur in several important areas. A selection of these differences
is presented in Table 1.1. The larger fitting window chosen by SIFTER v1 in-
cludes both the water vapour absorption and oxygen absorption (see Figure 1.4).
This is in contrast with the NASA SIF product, which excludes the oxygen A
band and most of the water vapour absorption features. As a consequence,
fewer PCs are required to model atmospheric effects for the NASA product.

A second major difference between NASA and SIFTER is the choice of refer-
ence area. SIFTER opts to select an ensemble of non-vegetated pixels over the
Saharan desert and perform a PCA over all suitable TOA spectra within the
preceding twelve months. In contrast, the NASA product constructs a reference
set based on spectra for that day, taken mainly over cloudy ocean areas. This
has the advantage of capturing daily instrument variations within the PCs, but
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Figure 1.4: A typical GOME-2 observed TOA spectrum above the Saharan
desert. The effect of water vapour absorption and oxygen are clearly visible.
The blue shaded area shows the spectral fitting window of SIFTER (KNMI),
whilst the red shade highlights the spectral fit window used by NASA.

could fail to capture atmospheric variability. However, for both products it can
be debated whether the reference pixels contain similar atmospheric properties
as the vegetated surfaces. If not, non-linear behaviour due to saturation and
other phenomena can result in errors when retrieving fluorescence. For example,
it can be debated whether air columns over the Sahara have similar properties
(in terms of trace gas concentrations and aerosols) as air columns over the Ama-
zon rain forest.

Currently it is not clear whether the retrieval parametrizations of NASA or
SIFTER are better at retrieving chlorophyll fluorescence from GOME-2. A
direct comparison between the two products show several differences, mainly
in the tropics (Sanders et al., 2016). However, the lack of validation data on
appropriate scales makes it difficult to state which set of parametrizations is per-
forming better. Currently there are no observations (other than space-based)
of fluorescence available at the scale of GOME-2 footprint (80-by-40 km). In
addition, models that try to simulate top-of-canopy fluorescence are not yet ma-
ture enough to provide reliable estimates under real-world conditions (van der
Tol et al., 2009; Verrelst et al., 2015). To overcome this problem, many studies
make use of synthetic data derived from radiative transfer models (Joiner et al.,
2011, 2013; Köhler et al., 2015; Frankenberg et al., 2014). The benefit of using
a model to simulate TOA reflectance is that a known fluorescence signal can
be added, with the downside that synthetic spectra can lack details present in
real-world observations.

This study aims to provide insight in the choice of parametrization by assessing
multiple combinations of fitting windows and PCs under different scenarios (e.g.
changes in total column water vapour, viewing geometry, etc., see chapter 2).
The results of these synthetic experiments are used to improve the algorithm
to SIFTER v2 (chapter 3). The new fluorescence product is also compared
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to NASA SIF and other fluorescence products, looking at both spatial and
temporal variation (chapter 4). At the end an overall conclusion and scientific
outlook is presented.
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Chapter 2

Synthetic Spectra

2.1 Introduction

As mentioned before, a major obstacle in validating fluorescence retrievals is
a lack of independent reference measurements on appropriate spatial scales.
Sanders et al. (2016) found that SIFTER and NASA SIF products compare
well, but show no correlation in monthly mean fluorescence over the majority
of tropical forests. Coincidentally, tropical forests are of crucial importance in
regulating global atmospheric carbon dynamics due to their large aboveground
biomass and carbon fluxes (Pan et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013; van der Laan-
Luijkx et al., 2015). Fluorescence can be an most useful tool to constrain photo-
synthesis rates in these regions, but this can only be done when the fluorescence
in these regions is better known.

One way to gain insight in which of the retrieval settings perform better is to use
model-generated TOA reflectances. Such an approach has the benefit of control
over different important variables such as atmospheric water vapour content,
viewing geometry and surface albedo. In addition, a top-of-canopy fluorescence
signal can be added, thus allowing a direct comparison between true and re-
trieved fluorescence. This study uses the radiative transfer model Determining
Instrument Specifications and Analyzing Methods for Atmospheric Retrieval
(DISAMAR) to determine retrieval performance under different settings for dif-
ferent scenarios in a so-called end-to-end test.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 DISAMAR

DISAMAR is a radiative transfer model developed at KNMI by J. de Haan.
DISAMAR can generate TOA reflectance spectra and has a built-in method for
specifying surface fluorescence. It can be specified to convolve the reflectance
signal with a pre-defined GOME-2 slit function.
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Figure 2.1: DISAMAR generated TOA spectrum (blue) and GOME-2 ob-
served TOA spectra (grey) above the Saharan desert. DISAMAR is tuned to
environmental conditions typically found over the Saharan desert.

2.2.2 Experimental set-up

DISAMAR was used to construct a reference set of spectra over non-fluorescent
scenes located in the Saharan region. Some 2,000 spectra were generated with
similar properties (albedo, surface pressure, viewing geometry) as found in the
GOME-2-based reference set used by the SIFTER. The prescribed parameters
were chosen randomly within the variation found in the SIFTER v1 reference set
(see Table 2.1). A combination of observed solar zenith angle (SZA) and viewing
zenith angle (VZA) was chosen randomly from a set of possible combinations
to maintain realistic geometry. In contrast to the GOME-2 observations, which
has effective cloud fractions up to 0.4 (see Koelemeijer et al. (2001)), DISAMAR
generated spectra assume cloud-free conditions.

Five different datasets of each 1,000 spectra were generated to allow a quantita-
tive assessment of the retrieval under different conditions. For each experiment
fluorescence (Fs) was added by incorporating a Gaussian shape with µ = 737
nm and σ = 33.9 nm. The peak value of Fs at 737 nm was set to five different
strength (0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0, all in mW m−2 sr−1 nm−1), such that each
dataset contains 200 spectra per strength of Fs.

All five datasets share the majority of settings of the reference set. The first
experiment (FLUOR) tries to quantify the uncertainty in retrieval of Fs un-
der ’optimal’ conditions, e.g. fluorescent scenes that are completely similar to
the reference set but for an added source of Fs at the surface (see Table 2.1).
The WATER experiment assesses the influence of water vapour concentrations
on retrieval accuracy by replacing the Saharan water vapour columns by rep-
resentative amounts over the Amazon rain forest (based on ERA-interim total
column water vapour, Berrisford et al. (2011)). Water vapour is one of the main
absorbing trace gasses within the spectral fitting window and non-linear effects
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Table 2.1: Most important DISAMAR settings for the reference set and ex-
periments. Solar Zenith Angle (SZA) and Viewing Zenith Angle (VZA) com-
binations are taken from GOME-2 observations. Total column water vapour
is varied randomly between seasonal minimum and maximum values over the
Sahara (taken from ERA interim, Berrisford et al. (2011)). Surface albedo is
set to be representative of the Saharan desert. Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is
taken to be representative of GOME-2.

Scenario SZA VZA Column water Surface albedo SNR
[degrees] [degrees] [kg m-2] [-] [-]

Reference 21.4 - 66.8 0.4 - 53.8 4.0 - 40.0 See Figure 2.2 1,000
FLUOR ref ref ref ref ref
WATER ref ref 30.0 - 65.0 ref ref
VEGFIX ref ref ref See Figure 2.2 ref
VEGDYN ref ref ref See Figure 2.2 ref
GEO 54.9 - 69.6 3.0 - 53.8 ref ref ref
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Figure 2.2: Surface albedo prescribed in DISAMAR for the default (reference)
scenario (in black), fixed (VEGFIX, in blue) and with a red-edge (VEGDYN,
in red). The shading denotes the minimum and maximum albedo within which
the surface albedo can vary.

can not be captured effectively by PCs. Therefore, a correct representation of
water vapour is crucial for modelling a TOA spectrum. VEGFIX and VEG-
DYN assess the sensitivity of the retrieval to different surface albedo’s which
are more consistent to that found over vegetated areas (with and without a red
edge). These experiments should change the fitted surface polynomial and can
be used to quantify uncertainty related to that part of the optimization. The
final experiment, GEO, changes the solar and instrument angles to values found
over a Russian boreal forest (latitude between 55-65 degrees) during an end-
of-summer day (DOY: 253). Solar angles and therefore the distance travelled
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Figure 2.3: Mean wavelength-dependent absorption for real (GOME-2, red, n
≈ 30,000) and DISAMAR-generated (blue, n = 2,000) top-of-atmosphere spec-
tra. The shading shows one standard deviation.

by photons through the atmosphere varies between areas near the equator and
high-latitude regions. This could introduce non-linear effects that will decrease
the goodness of fit (i.e. increase RMSE in fitting residuals). As the Saharan
desert as reference sector has limited variability in SZA and VZA it is necessary
to assess the impact of viewing geometry.

Subsequently, the generated spectra for each experiment are retrieved under dif-
ferent retrieval settings. Four different spectral fitting windows are evaluated,
spanning the entire range (712-783 nm, SIFTER settings), excluding the water
vapour and oxygen absorption bands (734-758 nm, NASA settings), or a com-
bination (712-758 nm, H2O window; 734-783 nm, O2A window). In addition to
a differences in spectral window, all four combinations are retrieved for three
different counts of PCs, yielding a total of twelve combinations. After retrieval
several statistical parameters are calculated for each scenario.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Reference set

Reference TOA spectra generated by DISAMAR under Saharan conditions are
very similar to observed GOME-2 TOA spectra (see Figure 2.3). This suggests
that DISAMAR is able to accurately include the various atmospheric and sur-
face effects that make up the signal. It also enhances the validity of results
found in a purely synthetic simulation as differences are small.

GOME-2 observations over non-vegetated Saharan areas are also similar to
DISAMAR generated spectra when looking at the PCs (Figure 2.4). The first
two PCs, which represent the mean signal and the relative influence of water
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Figure 2.4: First four principle components (PCs) as calculated for one year
of TOA spectra measurements above the Sahara from GOME-2 (n = ∼30000)
and generated by DISAMAR (n = 2000).

vapour content, are extremely similar. The third and fourth PC show more vari-
ation between observed and modelled, which can be caused by only modelling
cloud-free scenes, whilst the observations allow FRESCO-derived cloud cover-
ages up to 0.4. In addition, the differences between GOME-2 and DISAMAR-
based PCs can highlight the occurrence of other atmospheric compounds or
small differences in spectral behaviour between DISAMAR and the real world
(e.g. stray light, instrument calibration, etc.).

The fraction of explained variance per PC is dependent on the spectral window
(see Table 2.2). Choosing a spectral window that includes oxygen absorption
results in less explained variance per PC. In other words, more PCs are required
to accurately model the behaviour of the atmosphere than when the O2A band
is excluded. In addition, the GOME-2 observed spectra have lower explained
variance per PC than synthetic spectra. Again, this could be attributed to
the ’clean’ atmosphere (no clouds, no other atmospheric compounds, absence of
instrument-specific features) in DISAMAR.

2.3.2 Experiment 1: Saharan fluorescence

Retrieving fluorescence under similar conditions as the reference set, but with
the addition of a fluorescent signal at the surface, highlights that a small fitting
window (NASA) with a low number of PCs (8) provides the best fit (Table 2.3).
However, this is true only after faulty pixels, i.e. pixels that fail to reproduce
the observed spectrum, are removed. Analysis indicates that whether a spec-
trum is successfully reproduced is not correlated with any of the variables (e.g.
solar zenith angle, surface albedo, etc.). A common way to quantify goodness
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Table 2.2: Fraction of explained variance per Principle Component (PC). In
general, PCs derived from DISAMAR TOA spectra are better explained in the
first few principle components. Including both oxygen and water absorption
features (KNMI window) greatly reduces the explained variance in the first
principle component. This suggests that a wider spectral fitting window required
more PCs to accurately capture atmosphere effects.

H2O NASA KNMI O2A H2O NASA KNMI O2A
Real (GOME-2) Synthetic (DISAMAR)

PC 1 0.9963 0.9968 0.5562 0.9159 0.9995 0.9995 0.7232 0.9201
PC 2 0.0028 0.0017 0.4263 0.0497 0.0005 0.0003 0.2762 0.0789
PC 3 0.0005 0.0004 0.0139 0.0291 0.0000 0.0000 0.0003 0.0005
PC 3 0.0001 0.0001 0.0024 0.0045 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0004

of fit is to look at the root mean square differences (RMSD) in the fit residuals.
Fit residuals are retrieved by subtracting the modelled TOA spectrum from the
observed. A high RMSD is considered an indicator for a failed fit. However, us-
ing RMSD as a filter is not sensitive enough to remove all unrealistic retrievals.
Figure 2.5 shows the fit residuals for two different retrievals with an a priori
fluorescence level of 4.0 mW m−2 sr−1 nm−1. Whilst RMSD is similar, the re-
trieved fluorescence is not. However, the wavelength-dependent fitting residuals
do contain information on the goodness of fit (Figure 2.5). If the model explains
all the aspects of a spectrum the residuals will look like noise (i.e. an autocorre-
lation of 0). When the model is not able to resolve all components of the TOA
reflectance the fitting residuals will contain structure, which can be expressed
by autocorrelation.

In general, there is a strong correlation between the autocorrelation of the fit-
ting residuals and the deviation of retrieved fluorescence from true fluorescence.
As an example, Figure 2.6 shows increased deviations when the autocorrelation
is larger than 0.2. Such relations are found for all combinations of fitting win-
dow are number of PCs, and also apply to retrieved fluorescence from GOME-2.

The statistical summary of this experiment (Table 2.3) suggests that a smaller
fitting window is more likely to retrieve a fluorescence strength similar to the
input fluorescence. This can be deduced from the relatively low root mean
squared error (RMSE), a small bias and a linear fit that suggests similar values
(i.e. slope of 1, intercept of 0, high correlation).
Inclusion of the O2A band tends to lead to an underestimation of retrieved flu-
orescence (slope <1). This is visualized in Figure 2.7. Root mean squared error
(RMSE) increases when the number of used PCs is increased (from eight) for the
NASA and H2O window. This is in agreement with the explained variance per
PC, which shows that the atmospheric effects are captured by the first couple
of PCs. Thus, additional PCs will likely lead to overfitting of the atmospheric
effects. The fitting windows that include the O2A band benefit from more than
eight PCs, though RMSE increases when using 35 (instead of 20) PCs. The
NASA window also results in the least amount of faulty pixels (i.e. pixels with
an autocorrelation greater than 0.2), which indicates that more structure re-
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Figure 2.5: Wavelength-dependent fit residuals for a successful and un-
successful retrieval. Input fluorescence as specified in DISAMAR is 4.0
mW m−2 sr−1 nm−1. The successful fit (good fit, black) has a retrieved flu-
orescence strength of 3.9 mW m−2 sr−1 nm−1 and a RMSD of 0.24. The un-
successful (bad fit, red) has a similar RMSD (0.29), but a different fluorescence
strength of 0.9 mW m−2 sr−1 nm−1. The autocorrelation for the successful fit
is 0.04, whilst autocorrelation for the unsuccessful fit is 0.48.
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Figure 2.6: Scatterplots of autocorrelation against retrieved fluorescence. In-
put fluorescence is set at 4.0 mW m−2 sr−1 nm−1. Colours show the standard
deviation within the fit residuals for each retrieval. Figure b is zoomed in on
the y-axis, but similar to a.

mains in the residuals when the water vapour and oxygen absorption bands are
included.

In summary, the narrow spectral window between 734-758 nm in combination
with eight principle components has the best agreement (lowest RMSE) between
true and retrieved fluorescence. The other statistical parameters show similar
results, with low bias and, a slope close to 1, and a relative low number of
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Table 2.3: Statistical summary of Experiment 1 (FLUOR). Basis statistics are
provided for all twelve combinations of fit window and number of principle com-
ponents. A perfect retrieval would have a RMSE, bias, standard deviation and
intercept of 0, whilst correlation (r) and slope would be 1. The absolute num-
ber of filtered pixels (autocorrelation >0.2) are given (n = 1,000 for unfiltered
retrievals).

ID λ1 λ2 # PC RMSE r bias σ slope intercept faulty
[nm] [nm] [*] [*] [*] [*]

712 758 8 0.46 1 -0.2 0.41 0.94 -0.12 236
H2O 712 758 20 0.5 1 -0.23 0.44 0.91 -0.11 201

712 758 35 0.53 1 -0.26 0.47 0.89 -0.11 182
734 758 8 0.39 1 0 0.39 1.04 -0.06 165

NASA 734 758 20 0.43 1 0.04 0.42 1.04 -0.02 162
734 758 35 0.5 1 -0.03 0.5 1.01 -0.05 146
712 783 8 0.71 0.99 -0.47 0.53 0.73 -0.16 347

KNMI 712 783 20 0.59 0.99 -0.37 0.45 0.82 -0.15 306
712 783 35 0.62 1 -0.37 0.5 0.78 -0.09 288
734 783 8 0.75 0.99 -0.49 0.57 0.69 -0.11 419

O2A 734 783 20 6.41 0.96 -0.48 6.4 0.98 -0.43 379
734 783 35 0.49 1 -0.25 0.43 0.83 -0.01 354
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Figure 2.7: True against retrieved fluorescence for (a) 712-783 nm fit window
with 35 PCs and (b) 734-758 nm fit window with 8 PCs. Each square repre-
sents the mean and standard deviation of 200 retrievals. The dashed black line
represent the 1:1 line.

rejected (faulty) retrievals.

2.3.3 Experiment 2: The role of water vapour

Increasing water vapour content in the atmospheric column compared to the
reference set leads to a strong increase in faulty retrievals, compared to the pre-
vious experiment (Table 5.1 in the Appendix). This suggests that the retrieval
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Figure 2.8: True against retrieved fluorescence for a fit window between 734-
758 nm and 8 PCs. Figure (a) has total column water vapour between 4.0 and
40 kg m−2 in the reference set. Figure (b) is similar, but with 30-65 kg m−2

in the reference (similar to experimental conditions). Colours indicate the total
column water vapour for each individual retrieval. The dashed black line shows
the true fluorescence.

is worse in explaining the spectrum and more structure remains in the residuals.
Figure 2.8 shows that there is indeed a correlation between autocorrelation in
the fitting residuals and exceeding total column water vapour content exceed-
ing that of the reference set (40.0 kg m−2). Non-linear behaviour created by
water vapour content larger than present in the reference is the main suspect,
as all other variables are unchanged (compared to the previous experiment).
In addition, Figure 2.8 also shows that when a reference set with total column
water vapour similar to tropical forest (and thus this experiment) is used, the
mentioned correlation disappears.

The number of faulty retrievals increases most for the three configurations that
include the water vapour absorption features around 730 nm due to more un-
explained structure in the fit residuals. However as some water vapour features
are still present at 734 nm the NASA / O2A spectral windows are still affected.
In general, the statistics suggest that a small fitting window with a low number
of PCs (NASA 8) has the best match with prescribed fluorescence. Inclusion
of the O2A band still results in underestimation of fluorescence, which is to be
expected as total column oxygen is unchanged.

2.3.4 Experiment 3: Vegetation - flat albedo

Statistics of the retrieved fluorescence for a spectrally flat surface albedo are
very comparable to experiment 1 (sloping albedo, see Figure 2.2), except for
the KNMI fitting window. This is the result of nearly all pixels being filtered
out as their autocorrelation of the fitted residuals exceeds 0.2. Recreating the
spectral shape of the surface as fitted by the retrieval shows that some curva-
ture exists, where the albedo is expected to remain constant throughout the
spectrum. Especially the large fitting window shows significant non-linearity
near the edges of the window. This results in an incorrect representation of the
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surface and therefore an inability of the retrieval to resolve all structure in the
retrieval.

The other, smaller fitting windows are not affected by the autocorrelation cri-
teria and perform similar to experiment 1. Again, the small fitting window of
NASA, combined with a limited number of PCs, gives the best results in terms
of RMSE and other statistical components (Table 5.2 in the Appendix).

2.3.5 Experiment 4: Vegetation - red edge

Inclusion of a strong red edge between 700-730 nm increases the number faulty
retrievals for all fitting windows, but mainly for the KNMI and H2O windows.
This is expected, as the NASA and O2A fit window begin at 734 nm and are
therefore not confronted with the red-edge as prescribed in this experiment.
Large windows suffer from incorrect fits of the surface, which disable the re-
trieval from explaining all structure in the signal. The small fitting window
of NASA seems to be able to keep the rejected pixels to a minimum, whilst
retaining good skill in estimating fluorescence.

Loosening the autocorrelation filter will decrease the number of rejected re-
trievals, but also greatly reduces the retrieval accuracy and precision (results
not shown). It should be noted that the prescribed surface albedo is not as
smooth as seen in nature (see Figure 2.2).

2.3.6 Experiment 5: Geometry

Changing the viewing geometry to reflect the angles found during a late-summer
day over boreal Russia does not severely affect the retrieval results (Table 5.4
in the Appendix). A slight increase in rejected pixels (autocorrelation > 0.2) is
found, whilst the statistics are very compare between this and the benchmark
of experiment 1. These results suggest that a reference set based on the limited
combination of viewing geometries found over the Saharan desert can also be
used for retrieving fluorescence over high-latitude regions.

Table 5.4 also shows a large increase in RMSE for the KNMI fitting window with
20 and 35 PCs, and the O2A fitting window with 20 PCs. This is due to one erro-
neous pixel per retrieval which is not filtered out by the autocorrelation. These
pixels can have fluorescence strengths over 200 mW m−2 sr−1 nm−1 (where a
maximum strength of 4.0 mW m−2 sr−1 nm−1 is used as input), resulting in
large increases in RMSE and standard deviation.

2.4 Discussion

DISAMAR-generated spectra are very comparable to GOME-2 observed TOA
reflectances, suggesting that the results found in this study are representative
for the GOME-2 based retrieval. It should be noted here that no clouds were
added in DISAMAR. The lack of clouds can reduce the variance in the signal,
leading to fewer PCs required to capture atmospheric effects as no scattering
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and absorption by clouds is present. Joiner et al. (2013) also used synthetic spec-
tra to assess the retrieval errors, based on simulations with another radiative
transfer modelling. Comparing the explained variance per PC (see Table 2.2)
with the results of Joiner et al. (2013) shows that DISAMAR generated spectra
are comparable in their level of variance.

Comparing the retrieval results of this study with that presented in Joiner et al.
(2013) reveals that the statistics are very comparable. The RMSE found for the
NASA window with 8 PCs is around 0.4 mW m−2 sr−1 nm−1 throughout all
experiments, where Joiner et al. found a RMSE of 0.33 mW m−2 sr−1 nm−1

for their best fit. However, a direct comparison is unfortunately not possible
as Joiner et al. used a spectral window of 712-747 nm, 25 PCs and a SNR of
2000. The other statistics (r, slope, intercept) are of similar order of magnitude
though the circumstances are somewhat different.

The results of the different experiments show that a small fitting window (NASA)
with a low number of PCs (8) consistently has the best statistics. However, in
order to attain this it is crucial to filter out retrieved pixels that retain persistent
structure in their residuals. A filter based on autocorrelation of the fit residuals
is able to flag the vast majority of retrievals that contain unrealistically high
fluorescence values. Prior analysis suggests that this approach is also suitable
for GOME-2 observations and can both improve retrieval accuracy as well as
reduce noise (more in the next chapter). A more in-depth study could focus on
identifying repeating patterns in fit residuals to determine whether a consistent
(and therefore correctable) error is present.

Viewing geometry and the spectral shape of the surface albedo have no strong
impact on the retrieval results for the small NASA fitting window. However, this
study does show that enhanced total column water vapour, as representative for
tropical regions, does impact the reproducibility of the retrieval in a negative
way. The possible non-linear effects due to saturation can induce atmospheric
effects that can not be captured by the PCs. This leads to an increased number
of rejected pixels (based on autocorrelation). The results clearly indicate that
inclusion of reference areas with similar total column water vapour as vegetated
areas improves the retrieval. The next chapter will assess how retrieved fluores-
cence changes when clouded ocean scenes, rather than the Saharan desert, are
used as reference.

Small changes to the NASA fitting window do not improve the retrieval, suggest-
ing that the window between 734-758 nm is appropriately chosen. In addition,
no significant improvement was found when changing the number of PCs be-
tween 4-12. The experiment done with DISAMAR-generated spectra therefore
suggests that four PCs are enough to capture atmospheric effects. However,
GOME-2 derived PCs show that less variance is explained per PC, indicating
that the real atmosphere as well as instrument effects result in more variance
than the synthetic atmosphere. Therefore, 8 PCs seem a good compromise to
avoid under- or over-fitting. However, Köhler et al. (2015) implemented a sta-
tistical method to derive the appropriate number of PCs per retrieved pixel.
Such an approach can benefit this retrieval as well, but falls outside the scope
of this study.
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2.5 Conclusion

A small fitting window (734-758 nm) with a low number of PCs to capture
atmospheric effects consistently produces the best results in terms of retrieval
statistics. This confirms the choice of made by Joiner et al. (2016). In addition,
it is essential that the reference areas contain similar total column water vapour
content as vegetated areas over which fluorescence is derived. Even under ide-
alized conditions, the retrieval is prone to produce erroneous fits, which can
be a factor 100 larger than expected fluorescence. These faulty retrievals share
that they contain more structure in the fit residuals than successful retrievals,
and thus can be removed by filtering for autocorrelation. This novel method to
assess the quality of a retrieval shows great promise and could potentially be
applied outside of fluorescence retrievals.

The next chapter will continue by implementing the suggested changes and
retrieve fluorescence from actual GOME-2 observations.
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Chapter 3

Towards a new KNMI
Retrieval

3.1 Introduction

The previous chapter highlights a specific set of parameter-settings to use in
the KNMI fluorescence retrieval. Specifically, it shows that a spectral window
of 734-758 nm with eight principle components is preferred. Furthermore the
experiments based on synthetic spectra show that the variation in atmospheric
water vapour should be similar (when possible) between the reference locations
and the actual location of retrieval. However, whilst the synthetic experiments
aim to approximate real GOME-2 observations, they fail to capture phenomena
such as the latitude-dependent bias described by Köhler et al. (2015).

The KNMI fluorescence product described by Sanders et al. shows little correla-
tion with the NASA fluorescence product described by Joiner et al. (2013, 2016)
in tropical regions (Sanders et al., 2016) (see also Figure 3.1). The synthetic
experiments performed with DISAMAR suggest that the broad spectral fitting
window used in KNMI v1 should be narrowed to the window used by NASA (in
version 26) with eight principle components.

This chapter aims to investigate fluorescence retrievals under the new set of pa-
rameter settings. A correction for the latitude-dependent bias will be described
and applied. Application of these changes yields a new fluorescence retrieval:
the Sun-Induced Fluorescence of Terrestrial Ecosystems Retrieval (SIFTER).
The final retrieval results of based on the new settings (SIFTER v2) will be
compared with the original retrieval described by Sanders et al. (2016) (from
here-on referred to as SIFTER v1).

3.2 Methods

The new retrieval (SIFTER v2), based on the small spectral window (734-758)
and low number of PCs (8), is applied to retrieve fluorescence for the year 2011.
This specific year is chosen as it is not affected by significant instrument events
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: Annual mean fluorescence (2011) as retrieved by SIFTER v1 (a)
and NASA v26 (b) on a 0.5-by-0.5 degree grid.

or global climate extremes (such as the El Nino in 2010) (Kooreman, 2015).
GOME-2a level1b data is processed with version 5.3 of the processor.

A latitudinal bias exists in fluorescence retrievals (Köhler et al., 2015). Joiner
et al. (2016) uses a polynomial fitted on latitude and irradiance levels to ac-
count for the bias. This study uses a different approach based on a reference
sector. Over the ocean, far-red fluorescence can be assumed to be zero. There-
fore, mean fluorescence levels over the ocean can indicate the offset for a specific
latitude. Ocean-pixels are selected by applying the 0.5 degree land ocean mask
of Jet Propulsion Lab (2013). Fluorescence estimated over all ocean pixels per
0.5 degree latitudinal band is averaged to derive the offset. Bias-correction is
applied on a daily basis or over monthly aggregated fluorescence maps.

The synthetic experiments suggest that total column water vapour over ref-
erence areas should be as similar as possible to the levels encountered over
vegetated surfaces. The current reference area over the Saharan desert could
lead to errors as total column water vapour does not reach levels found over
the tropics (see Figure 3.2). Atmospheric water vapour over tropical oceans
does reach the desired levels. However, the low albedo of ocean diminishes the
signal strength. Therefore, Joiner et al. (2013) opted for clouded ocean scenes,
as clouds reflect and scatter more light back to the sensor. A similar approach
is used in this study, where clouded ocean scenes over (sub-)tropical Atlantic
with an effective cloud fraction larger than 0.4 (see Koelemeijer et al. 2001) are
selected for reference. The results of a retrieval based on an ocean reference set
are compared to the default retrieval that uses the Sahara as reference.

Similar to the synthetic retrievals the autocorrelation filter is assessed and ap-
plied to GOME-2A observations. The structure in residuals of the fit for each
individual retrieval is quantified using autocorrelation. Retrievals that have an
autocorrelation >0.2 are removed.

The other settings of the retrieval are similar to Kooreman (2015) and Sanders
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Figure 3.2: Maximum total column water vapour derived from ERA interim
for the years 2010-2011. Red areas present the Saharan reference sector (A)
and the Atlantic ocean reference sector (B) from which clouded ocean scenes
are used.

et al. (2016). Pixels with an effective cloud fraction >0.4 are not retrieved.
The surface is fitted using a fourth-order polynomial (in contrast to a third-
order polynomial used in NASA v26). Individual retrievals are aggregated and
averaged on a 0.5-by-0.5 degree grid, both for individual days as well as on a
monthly basis. PCs are constructed based on a full year of reference data (in
contrast to the daily reference sets employed in the NASA product). Under nor-
mal operation, the year of reference data spans the day of the retrieval plus the
preceding 364 days. Instrument functioning can warrant a change in reference
period (see Kooreman 2015).

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Latitudinal bias

The latitudinal bias is present throughout all 2011 (see Figure 3.3). The magni-
tude of the bias is on the order of tenths of mW m−2 sr−1 nm−1 at 737 nm. The
relative impact of the bias on the retrieved fluorescence signal can be over 100%
for high-latitude regions. A similar bias (both in direction and magnitude) can
be found for the SIFTER v1 product. In addition, the strength and direction
of the bias are similar the zero-level offset for the NASA product Joiner et al.
(2016).

To correct for this a reference sector approach is used, where oceans and seas are
assumed to have no far-red fluorescence. However, such an approach assumes
that there is no longitudinal bias. In addition, it assumes that latitudinal dif-
ference in land-sea distribution are not present. Using a latitudinal band with
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Figure 3.3: Latitudinal-dependent daily mean bias (a) and monthly mean bias
(b) over the entire ocean (blue) or a latitudinal cross-section between -140 and
-130 longitude (Pacific ocean). Shading presents one standard deviation of the
day-to-day or month-to-month variation. Daily comparison is done for March
2011, and monthly comparison is done for all months in 2011.

Figure 3.4: Difference between far-red fluorescence for January 2008 after
application of a daily bias correction or monthly bias correction.

a longitudinal width of 10 degrees over the Pacific ocean (Figure 3.3 and the
Atlantic (not shown) show very similar bias as when taking the entire ocean as
reference. This indicates that the bias is not (severely) affected by land-ocean
distribution or longitudinal effects.

The temporal variation in the bias is of similar magnitude across daily to yearly
timescales. In other words, the day-to-day variation shows comparable mag-
nitudes of deviation as month-to-month averages, or year-to-year averages. In
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general, a bias-correction applied to monthly aggregates of fluorescence is very
similar as when a bias correction is applied daily (see Figure 3.4). Besides the
expected noise around the Southern Atlantic Anomaly Figure 3.4 also shows
’striping’. This effect most likely originates from an instrument restart in 2008.
Daily bias correction is able to resolve the instrument-induced errors, whilst
monthly-averaged bias correction is not (Figure 3.5).

(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: Monthly mean fluorescence for January 2008 after application of
a daily bias correction (a) or monthly bias correction (b). Striping effects due
to a different retrieved fluorescence signal for a specific orbit occur in (b).

3.3.2 Reference area

Taking a reference area above the (sub-) tropical Atlantic ocean with a effec-
tive cloud fraction >0.4 does not lead to major changes in the first four PCs
(Figure 3.6). This implies that within the spectral fit window atmospheric con-
ditions between sub-tropical Atlantic ocean and the Saharan desert are similar.
This might seem counter-intuitive, as Figure 3.2 clearly shows a higher maxi-
mum of total column water vapour content above the ocean reference sector.
However, as only clouded scenes are used, the lower part of the atmosphere (be-
low 850 hPa) is partly obscured from view. Water vapour present in the lower
troposphere and planetary boundary layer may therefore be under-represented
in the retrieved TOA reflectance.

A closer look at the PCs generated from TOA reflectance above the two ref-
erence sectors shows that not only the spectral shape, but also the explained
variance per PC is comparable. A slightly higher amplitude is found in the
second PC around 736 nm over the Saharan reference sector. This could be
to caused by differences in atmospheric water vapour content. However, more
research is required to investigate the cause and impact the difference. The
current comparison removes all ocean pixels with effective cloud fractions <0.4
(based on the FRESCO product). Such a cloud fraction should return enough
light to the sensor to effectively perform a sensitivity analysis. A higher cut-off
results in less accepted measurements, which increase the noise in the PCs. A
lower cut-off (0.2) does not lead to a significant change in the first four PCs (p
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Figure 3.6: Spectral signature of the first four principle components derived
over the Saharan reference area, the ocean reference sector with a minimal
effective cloud cover fraction of 0.4 and with a minimal effective cloud cover
fraction of 0.8. The numbers give the fraction of explained variance per principle
component.

>0.05, n = 118 for each PC).

As expected from the PCs, the retrieved fluorescence from GOME-2A using
both reference sets is highly correlated (r2 of 0.99, see Figure 3.7). The choice
of datasets introduces a small bias where fluorescence retrieved using the At-
lantic ocean as reference is slightly lower than fluorescence retrieved using the
Saharan desert as reference sector. Spatially, the difference in retrieved fluo-
rescence is largest in the tropics and across dry areas (Figure 3.8). In general,
using the Sahara as reference sector results in higher fluorescence over tropical
areas compared to ocean-reference derived fluorescence. The reverse is true for
dry areas, which tend to have lower retrieved fluorescence when the Sahara is
used as reference sector. As everything except the PCs is similar between the
two datasets the reason for the difference should reside in different atmospheric
conditions. Unlike the first four PCs, which explain >99.9% of the variance,
the last four PCs do diverge which could explain the differences. However, it is
hard to find a physical explanation purely based on principle components.
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Figure 3.7: Scatterplot of 0.5-by-0.5 degree monthly mean fluorescence over
land for 2011 based on a Saharan reference sector (x-axis) or ocean-based ref-
erence sector (y-axis). n = 88489.

Figure 3.8: Annual mean 0.5-by-0.5 degree difference between a retrieval based
on the Saharan reference sector or ocean reference sector. Negative (blue) values
represent higher fluorescence in the ocean-based retrieval, whilst positive (red)
values indicate higher fluorescence in the Saharan-based retrieval.

3.3.3 Comparison to SIFTER v1

The annual mean terrestrial fluorescence signal for 2011 as retrieved using the
new algorithm (including bias correction and using the Sahara as reference sec-
tor) is presented in Figure 3.9. Tropical areas show the highest levels of fluores-
cence, whilst desert, high latitude and high altitude regions produce near-zero
levels. Especially tropical regions show large differences between SIFTER v1
and v2 (Figure 3.10). SIFTER v2 estimates annual mean fluorescence values
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Figure 3.9: Annual mean fluorescence for 2011 as retrieved by SIFTER v2.

over tropical regions over 100% higher than v1. This is consistent for all tropi-
cal regions across the globe. Tropical regions aside, the estimated fluorescence
of v2 is generally lower than v1. This is partly caused by the bias correction,
which tends to reduce fluorescence levels south of 30 degree N (see also Fig-
ure 3.11). Large differences are also found in high altitude regions, specifically
the Himalayas and the Andes. This is partly caused by negative fluorescence
yields derived from v2, which will be addressed in more detail in the discussion
section of this chapter.

The correlation between v1 and v2 for terrestrial global annual means on a 0.5
by 0.5 degree grid is 0.69 (r2, n = 59077). In general, v1 produces higher values
than v2 (slope of 0.92, intercept of -0.04, using y = ax+b and x = v1). The
root mean squared error (RMSE) is 0.22 mW m−2 sr−1 nm−1.

An additional change between SIFTER v1 and v2 is the inclusion of an au-
tocorrelation filter. On average, the autocorrelation filter rejects ∼5% of the
measurements. The majority of rejected pixels are located near the South-East
of Southern America, overlapping with the Southern Atlantic Anomaly (Fig-
ure 3.12). For 2011, SIFTER v2 calculates autocorrelations larger than 0.2
for 4.7% (n = 24,361,289) of the pixels. Before the filter is applied, fluores-
cence retrieved over both land and ocean have µ = 0.59 mW m−2 sr−1 nm−1

and σ = 10.97 mW m−2 sr−1 nm−1. Applying the filter changes µ to 0.11
mW m−2 sr−1 nm−1 and σ to 0.69 mW m−2 sr−1 nm−1. The filtered values
have a µ and σ of 10.25 and 49.47 (both in mW m−2 sr−1 nm−1). The large re-
duction in standard deviation suggests that the new filter is able to successfully
remove unrealistic high and low fluorescence values. Using autocorrelation as
filter performs better than RMSE under synthetic experiments. Whether this
is also the case for real-world observations is something that requires further
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Figure 3.10: Annual mean difference in fluorescence (2011) between SIFTER
v2 and SIFTER v2. Positive (red) values indicate areas where fluorescence
retrieved by SIFTER v2 is higher than v1.

Figure 3.11: Annual mean difference in fluorescence (2011) between SIFTER
v2 and SIFTER v1 over the ocean. Positive (red) values indicate areas where
fluorescence retrieved by SIFTER v2 is higher than v1. The latitudinal bias is
visible as it not removed in SIFTER v1.

investigation.
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Figure 3.12: Spatial distribution of retrievals with an autocorrelation >0.2 in
their fit residuals. The oval region with high numbers of filtered events in the
South-East of South-America is located around the Southern Atlantic Anomaly.

3.4 Discussion

The new SIFTER v2 algorithm uses a smaller fitting window and fewer PCs than
the previous version 1. This results in higher estimations of fluorescence over
tropical regions, and lower fluorescence for most regions outside of the tropics.
The synthetic experiments suggest that including the water vapour and oxygen
absorption bands decreases the ability of the algorithm to fit a surface polyno-
mial over vegetated areas.

As shown in the previous chapter, it is essential to account for variability in at-
mospheric water vapour content within the non-vegetated reference sets. This
poses a problem, as the majority of non-vegetated areas with high water vapour
content are located over the ocean, which has a low albedo in the red and near-
infrared. Thus the TOA reflectances measured by GOME-2 have a weak signal
strength which increases the signal-to-noise ratio and likely reduces the quality
of the PCs. To circumvent the low signal strength we opted to filter for clouded
ocean pixels, similar to Joiner et al. (2013). In theory, low clouds increase the
signal strength due to their higher albedo, whilst retaining above-cloud atmo-
spheric effects. The (sub-)tropical Atlantic ocean is rich in low clouds due to the
high amount of aerosols (Kaufman et al., 2005). However, using this as reference
area did not result in major differences in PCs or retrieved fluorescence, which
suggests that the choice made by (Sanders et al., 2016) to choose the Sahara as
reference area remains valid.

As noted by Köhler et al. (2015) and Joiner et al. (2016) there is strong lat-
itudinal bias in retrieved fluorescence. This bias is also presented in spatial
composites of SIFTER (both versions). As the magnitude of the bias can be
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as large as the annual mean of retrieved fluorescence it is vital to address. The
cause of this bias remains unknown, though a recently discovered bias in in-
strument temperature could be driving this (personal communication with P.
Stammes). Using daily bias correction removes orbit-specific artefacts and is
therefore more suitable than a bias correction applied over monthly averages.
SIFTER v2 addresses the latitudinal bias by assuming that it only depends
on latitude (i.e. not affected by longitude, light intensity, surface effects, etc.).
However, Joiner et al. (2016) suggests that absolute radiance levels also affect
the bias. This is not account for in the current SIFTER v2 bias-correction
scheme. As only (dark) ocean is used as reference, this could lead to an unsuc-
cessful removal of bias over brighter vegetated surfaces.

Even in the idealized synthetic experiments large differences between true and
retrieved fluorescence are found. To account for this filtering is required, as real-
world retrievals also contain fluorescence values over 500 mW m−2 sr−1 nm−1

(where <2.5 is expected for monthly mean fluorescence over tropical regions).
Based on the synthetic experiments an autocorrelation filter is implemented,
which is able to greatly reduce standard deviation in retrieved fluorescence,
suggesting that it is successful in removing unrealistic high or low fluorescence
yields. The majority of retrievals with an autocorrelation larger than 0.2 are
found near the Southern Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). Due to reduced strength of
the magnetic field surrounding the Earth in this region satellites are confronted
with an increased flux of energetic particles. Whilst Köhler et al. (2015) applies
a filter based on RMSE in the fit residuals, the spatial distribution of rejected
pixels based on RMSE is very similar to rejected pixels based on autocorre-
lation, with the vast majority clustering around the SAA. In addition to the
SAA, tropical regions show an increased number of rejected retrievals. The syn-
thetic experiments show that autocorrelation increases when total column water
vapour over vegetated areas becomes higher than what is present in the atmo-
sphere over which the reference set is constructed. Therefore, a higher number
of rejected retrievals over such areas is expected. The apparent difficulty to
explain observed TOA reflectance over areas with very moist atmosphere could
also explain the fluorescence ’holes’ found in SIFTER v1 over tropical regions.

Both versions of SIFTER produce negative values over desert and high-altitude
regions. The negative values are larger for SIFTER v2. A possible explanation
for the occurrence of such unexpected negative values is the difference in the
surface polynomial during retrieval and before generating atmospheric principle
components over the reference area. The latter uses atmospheric windows to
fit a second-order polynomial, whilst the former has a free-varying fourth-order
polynomial that is optimized together with the PCs and fluorescence. Negative
values over the Saharan reference sector strongly suggest a closer inspection
of the surface component as atmospheric PCs are similar to the reference set
retrieval. However, other retrievals based on different instruments and differ-
ent methods (i.e. Frankenberg et al. 2014) also give negative fluorescence over
deserts and high-altitude areas. This can indicate that deepening of Fraunhofer
lines can occur as well. However, more research is required to determine the
root cause of negative fluorescence values in the retrieval.
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3.5 Conclusion

A significant latitudinal bias exists within GOME-2 retrieved fluorescence. The
applied reference sector approach seems able to correct for this, though it ne-
glects possible biases in other parameters such as irradiance level. In addition,
the majority of faulty retrievals can be removed by applying an autocorrelation-
based filter, which rejects a retrieval if too much (unexplained) structure re-
mains.

The choice for reference area (Sahara, tropical Atlantic ocean) does not lead
to major changes in retrieved fluorescence for the year 2011. This is expected
as PCs look similar, indicating similar atmospheric conditions above the two
reference sectors.

SIFTER v2, which uses a narrower spectral fitting window, fewer PCs, a lati-
tudinal bias correction and an autocorrelation filter shows higher fluorescence
over tropical regions. This is more in line with expectations assuming fluores-
cence is positively correlation with photosynthetic activity. The next chapter
will compare both version of SIFTER with other fluorescence products.
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Chapter 4

Comparing Satellite-Based
Fluorescence Products

4.1 Introduction

The lack of independent validation data on similar spatial scales as satellite
retrievals greatly hampers an assessment of the ability of a retrieval to estimate
sun-induced fluorescence. Previous studies try to circumvent this by comparing
their product with other satellite-based fluorescence products (e.g. Joiner et al.
2013; Köhler et al. 2015; Sanders et al. 2016).

This chapter will compare multi-year retrieved fluorescence of SIFTER v1 (Sanders
et al., 2016), SIFTER v2 (this study), NASA SIF (Joiner et al., 2013) and
GOSAT SIF (Frankenberg et al., 2011a,b). Due to time limitations the main
focus points are multi-year averaged spatial comparisons between the different
fluorescence products.

In addition, two gross primary productivity (GPP) datasets are compared to
all four fluorescence products to give a first insight in the skill of fluorescence
to estimate GPP (i.e. photosynthetic activity).

4.2 Methods

Fluorescence products spanning at least the years 2010-2014 are used for com-
parison. The products are:

• SIFTER v1 (Sanders et al., 2016): Original KNMI retrieval that uses
measurements of the GOME-2a instrument.

• SIFTER v2 (this study): Similar to SIFTER v1 but with several key
changes to the algorithm (see previous chapters).

• NASA SIF (Joiner et al., 2013): Similar to SIFTER v1 but with several
key differences. Also based on GOME-2a measurements.
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• GOSAT SIF (Frankenberg et al., 2011b): Far-red fluorescence at 757 nm
derived from GOSAT observations using deep-Fraunhofer line filling. Both
the instrument and retrieval methodology are different from the other
fluorescence retrievals.

For each dataset multi-year means on a coarse, 4-by-4 degree grid are calculated.
The reason to choose such a coarse grid has to do with the poor spatial sam-
pling and large single-measurement error associated with GOSAT SIF retrievals
(Frankenberg et al., 2011b). It should be stressed that the GOSAT fluorescence
product used here is an untested update over the published version. In addi-
tion, no level 3 data is available. As no filters are applied the results might be
different and should be treated with caution. Furthermore GOSAT fluorescence
used in this study is measured at 757 nm, rather than the peak at 737 nm.
Therefore, GOSAT values should be increased by a factor 1.2 to be directly
comparable to SIFTER and NASA products. The factor 1.2 is calculated by
assuming fluorescence to be distributed according to a Gaussian function with
mean 737 and standard deviation of 33.9 (in mW m−2 sr−1 nm−1).

For the comparison only land pixels are used, which are selected by applying
a 0.5-by-0.5 degree land use map (Jet Propulsion Lab, 2013). Gridcells that
contain both land and water on a 4-degree grid are scaled by the fraction of
land as removing these from the comparison eliminates import regions such as
the Indonesian rainforests.

Similar to Frankenberg et al. (2011b) fluorescence is compared with GPP prod-
ucts (again on a 4-by-4 degree grid). Two different GPP datasets are used. The
first is presented in Beer et al. (2010) and is a 0.5-by-0.5 degree multi-year mean
based on extrapolation of flux tower observations using a machine learning algo-
rithm. In contrast, the second set is derived from the terrestrial biosphere model
Simple Biosphere/Carnegie-Ames-Stanford Approach (SiBCASA, see Schaefer
et al. 2008). This model calculates the exchange of heat, water and carbon for
all terrestrial surface on a 1-by-1 degree grid using three-hourly meteorological
fields.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Spatial comparison

SIFTER v2 has the highest absolute signal of all four products, which can be
found in the tropics (Figure 4.1). The relative difference between tropical re-
gions and agricultural areas in Western Europe and Eastern US is similar for
SIFTER v2 and GOSAT. In contrast, NASA shows near similar values in France
and the African tropical forests. SIFTER v2 furthermore has the lowest fluo-
rescence signal of all four products at high (>40) northern latitudes. The high
values found for SIFTER v1 in these regions are surprising as the latitude bias
is not corrected for and tends to underestimate fluorescence above 30 degrees
North. SIFTER v1 also has high fluorescence in Southern Brazil, close to the
Southern Atlantic Anomaly. As these features are not present in the other three
products it could very well be caused by the lack of filtering on fit residuals.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.1: Annual mean fluorescence between 2010-2014 for SIFTER v1 (a),
SIFTER v2 (b), NASA SIF (c) and GOSAT SIF (d). Note that GOSAT SIF has
been multiplied by 1.2 to correct for the measurement at 757 nm, rather than
at the peak value of 737 nm. Applying this correction allows direct comparison
of the absolute values.

All products correlate well with SIFTER v2 (Figure 4.2). Increasing grid size
from 0.5 degree to 4 degrees slightly increases the correlation between SIFTER
v2 and SIFTER v1 ((a) en (b) in Figure 4.2). Whilst not shown, a similar slight
increase in correlation is found when correlation SIFTER v2 with NASA at 0.5
degree and 4 degrees. Both the SIFTER v2 / SIFTER v1 and SIFTER v2 /
NASA scatterplots show the effect of the tropical regions. At high fluorescence
levels the linearity is reduced. This is a potential indication for saturating ef-
fects for SIFTER v1 and NASA in tropical regions as GOSAT fluorescence does
retain a linear correlation with SIFTER v2.

4.3.2 Temporal comparison

A massive drought ravaged Indian crops and vegetation in the (Northern hemi-
spheric) summer of 2009 (Neena et al., 2011). As vegetation withered, photosyn-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.2: Scatterplots that correlate annual mean terrestrial fluorescence
retrieved by SIFTER v2 with SIFTER v1 (a,b), NASA SIF (c) and GOSAT
SIF (d). (a) shows the correlation at 0.5 degree spatial resolution, whilst figures
(b,c,d) are derived from 4-by-4 degree grids. The dashed black line shows the
1:1 line. Red lines show the least of squares linear fit (parameter values also
shown). It should be noted that GOSAT SIF is not scaled, thus represents
far-red fluorescence at 757 nm rather than 737 nm.

thesis rates likely plummeted as well. Figure 4.3 shows the fluorescence anomaly
in India for 2009, compared to a baseline spanning 2008-2014. A clear reduc-
tion in fluorescence is visible for SIFTER v2, whilst NASA shows no anomaly
whatsoever. A closer inspection reveals that SIFTER v2 projects the main
anomalous events to occur in the months July - September, which is consist
with Neena et al. (2011). In addition, the location of the anomaly is also consis-
tent with reports of the strongest affected regions. The annual average anomaly
is ∼0.25 mW m−2 sr−1 nm−1 in North-Western India, which coincides with a
40% reduction in fluorescence. Whilst not shown here, no significant anomalies
can be found in SIFTER v1. GOSAT has no complete record for 2009 and is
not used.

SIFTER v2 is able to detect large-scale droughts such as the 2010 Amazon
drought, the 2010 Russian drought, as well as others. More often than not
these extremes do not show up in the SIFTER v1 and NASA product, whilst a
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: Annual mean anomaly over for 2009 (compared to a baseline
spanning 2008-2014) over India. Red areas denote a decrease in fluorescence
during 2009. Shown are SIFTER v2 (a) and NASA (b).

strong impact on plant photosynthesis rates is expected. However, more analy-
sis is required to substantiate these claims.

4.3.3 Fluorescence and Gross Primary Production

As stated in the introduction, the main scientific relevancy of fluorescence is
the direct physiological link with photosynthetic activity in vegetation. Previ-
ous studies have found strong correlation between satellite-derived fluorescence
and gross primary production (e.g. Guanter et al. 2014; Parazoo et al. 2013;
Frankenberg et al. 2011b). 4-by-4 degree aggregated fluorescence, averaged over
2010-2014, are compared with the Beer et al. (Beer et al., 2010) GPP product
and the terrestrial biosphere model SiBCASA for both version of SIFTER (Fig-
ure 4.4) and NASA / GOSAT (Figure 4.5).

Correlations are higher for SIFTER v2 than SIFTER v1 for both GPP products
(Figure 4.4). SIFTER v2 shows strong linear behaviour throughout the entire
range of fluorescence values with the Beer et al. GPP product. Compared
to SiBCASA, there are several areas that have high GPP which don’t directly
correlate with fluorescence. These areas are all located in the African tropical
forest regions, where SiBCASA estimates high GPP. In contrast, the Beer et al.
estimation of GPP in tropical Africa are much lower, and correlate better with
SIFTER v2 fluorescence. The linearity between fluorescence and GPP breaks
down for high fluorescent scenes for SIFTER v1, suggesting an underestimation.
This is consistent with previous findings (this study).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.4: Scatterplots correlating multi-year averages of terrestrial fluores-
cence (SIFTER v1, v2) and GPP aggregated on a 4-by-4 degree grid. The red
line visualizes the least of squares linear fit (values are presented in top-left
corner).

Correlations between fluorescence retrieved by the NASA algorithm and GPP
are higher than SIFTER v1 but lower than SIFTER v2 (Figure 4.5). Similar to
SIFTER v1 linearity breaks down at high fluorescence / GPP. Similar correla-
tions as NASA are found for GOSAT (Figure 4.5). In addition, the break-down
of linearity is present for GOSAT, though slightly less so than NASA when cor-
related against SiBCASA GPP.

In general, correlations between GPP and fluorescence are high, suggesting
that fluorescence can be a good proxy for photosynthetic activity. However,
it should be mentioned that this analysis uses long-term, coarsely gridded av-
erages. Therefore it remains to be seen whether these correlations hold when
spatial and temporal resolution is increased.

4.4 Discussion

Multi-year spatial averages show a good visual agreement between SIFTER v2
and fluorescence derived from GOSAT. Especially the good agreement in ab-
solute fluorescence in the Amazon rain forest and the relative reduction from
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.5: Scatterplots correlating multi-year averages of terrestrial fluores-
cence (NASA, GOSAT) and GPP aggregated on a 4-by-4 degree grid. The red
line visualizes the least of squares linear fit (values are presented in top-left
corner).

tropics to higher latitude agricultural regions (e.g. Europe, Eastern US) is
promising. Whilst not shown in the results, similar results are found when com-
paring SIFTER v2 with OCO-2 data. As the latter has only data available from
mid-2014 onwards it was not used in the comparison. The good agreement with
GOSAT (and OCO-2) fluorescence gives confidence that actual fluorescence is
observed, as similar patterns are found using different techniques and different
sensors on different satellites. However, especially the difference in overpass
time could influence the fluorescence retrieval, as GOME-2 passes in the morn-
ing (10:00 local time) and GOSAT in the early afternoon (13:00 local time,
Hamazaki et al. 2005).

The difference in overpass could not only influence the absolute fluorescence sig-
nal, but also the correlation with gross primary production. van der Tol et al.
(2009) found that GPP and fluorescence correlate well in afternoon conditions,
but less so in the early morning. They further state that additional informa-
tion on carboxylation rates is required to couple fluorescence to actual carbon
assimilation. As the coupling between GPP and remotely sensed sun-induced,
top-of-canopy fluorescence is yet poorly understood, one should take caution in
translating one to another (Maxwell, 2000; van der Tol et al., 2014) .
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That being said, correlations for a long-term annual mean between SIFTER v2
and two different GPP products (Beer et al., SiBCASA) are high, suggesting
that the spatial distribution is similar. Compared to SIFTER v1 and other
fluorescence products, the SIFTER v2 correlations are highest. However, as
uncertainty is large both in fluorescence products as well as GPP estimates one
should be careful with further conclusions.

A very promising result is the apparent ability of SIFTER v2 to detect regional
anomalies in retrieved fluorescence that coincide (both spatial and temporal)
with strong drought events. Several strong drought events (India 2009, Amazon
2010, Russia 2010) were successfully detected using SIFTER v2, whilst both
SIFTER v1 and NASA did not show any anomalies. The droughts were of such
magnitude that vegetation was severely impact. As fluorescence has been shown
to decline under water stress (Flexas, 2002) it is reasonable to assume reduc-
tions in fluorescent signal during these extreme events. However, more research
is required to validate such claims. In addition, no analysis was performed for
GOSAT as the temporal resolution (monthly) falls outside of GOSAT range.

A strong negative anomaly over the entire tropical region was found for 2016
(SIFTER v2). Though some negative anomalies are expected due a strong El
Nino, these anomalies are likely not to be realistic. As they occur mainly over
tropical regions (i.e. high total column water vapour) it could be caused by a
shortage of atmospheric water vapour in the reference area. Preliminary results
indeed indicate that using the ocean as a reference area removes the strong
anomalous events. This can be explained by the occurrence of moist air over
the Saharan desert, as the moist conditions are only achieved 1-2 months a year.
A dry year could therefore remove the moist conditions from your reference area.
Ocean can be assumed to have more consistency in atmospheric water vapour
from year to year. To resolve these anomalous events the Saharan and ocean-
reference sectors can be merged. However, it is interesting to see how principle
components of the atmosphere derived over the Saharan reference sector vary
from year to year. If no significant variance occurs, one could opt to use the
entire length of the timeseries (i.e. 2007-now) for the atmospheric model. Such a
multi-year composite would include a wider range of atmospheric water vapour
concentrations than currently found. However, it should be investigated how
this affects the retrieval as instrument-specific degradation might no longer be
captured within these PCs.

4.5 Conclusion

Application of a narrower spectral fitting window, fewer principle components,
an autocorrelation filter and a latitudinal bias correction as done for SIFTER
v2 increase correlation with other fluorescence products (NASA, GOSAT) com-
pared to SIFTER v1. Especially the good correlations found compared with
GOSAT are encouraging as this fluorescence product is derived using a different
methodology and a different instrument.

SIFTER v2 finds local and regional reductions in fluorescence coinciding with
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severe drought events. SIFTER v1 and NASA are not able to pick up these
signals, which really shows the potential of SIFTER v2 to be used as a new
tool to assess vegetation stress during drought conditions. However, one must
be wary of the uncertainty currently surrounding coupling between fluorescence
emission and carbon assimilation rates.

Spatial correlation of multi-year mean averages of fluorescence and GPP corre-
late well, suggesting that the fluorescent signal contains information on photo-
synthetic activity. However, more research is required to validate SIFTER v2
against flux-tower-derived GPP (local scale) and terrestrial biosphere models.
A promising candidate of such a model is the Simple Biosphere model 4 (SiB4),
which calculates top-of-canopy fluorescence and can thus be compared with
satellite observations. However, more independent validation data (e.g. aircraft
measurements) is required to evaluate space-borne fluorescence products.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Outlook

This study introduces the Sun-Induced Fluorescence of Terrestrial Ecosystems
Retrieval (SIFTER), which estimates far-red chlorophyll fluorescence from GOME-
2a observed top-of-atmosphere spectra. Important changes are made to SIFTER
(version 1) based on an end-to-end test using DISAMAR-generated top-of-
atmosphere spectra with a known fluorescent component. Main changes from
v1 (based on Sanders et al. 2016) to v2 are:

• A smaller spectral fitting window (734-758 nm) in v2 compared to v1
(712-783 nm). This window excludes the O2A band and most of the
water-vapour absorption features.

• A decrease in the number of principle components to estimate atmospheric
effects from 35 (v1) to 8 (v2). This coincides with the smaller spectral fit
window as atmospheric complexity is reduced due to exclusion of impor-
tant absorption features.

• Filtering of retrievals based on autocorrelation within the fit residuals.
This study shows that structure in the fit residuals is a strong indicator
for unrealistic fluorescence estimates.

• Removal of the latitudinal bias by correcting each retrieval within a 0.5-
degree latitudinal bin with the mean retrieved fluorescence over all ocean
within that bin.

These changes increase the correlation with other fluorescence products, as well
as two independent gross primary production estimates (the Beer et al. prod-
uct and the SiBCASA terrestrial biosphere model). In addition, fluorescence
retrieved using the SIFTER v2 algorithm is reduced during regional drought
events. Such anomalies were not found for the other GOME-2a based fluores-
cence products (SIFTER v1, NASA) and highlight the potential of SIFTER v2
to be used for detecting and quantifying plant stress under prolonged periods
of extreme weather.

Two main research questions are still unanswered. First, why are desert and
high-altitude regions estimated to have negative fluorescence? As this trend is
visible not only in SIFTER v2 but also in GOSAT, OCO-2 and NASA retrieved
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fluorescence it could have a physical explanation. However, it could also be
caused by the different fitting procedure of surface effects during the construc-
tion of the reference set and the actual retrieval. Secondly, why does fluorescence
retrieved for 2016 show large (unexpected) negative anomalies across all trop-
ical regions? Preliminary results suggest that this can be caused by a lack of
atmospheric water vapour above the Saharan reference area for that specific
year, which can be resolved by including clouded ocean scenes. However, this
is far from certain and more research is required to validate such a claim. In
addition, SIFTER v2 can be applied to GOME-2b measurements. This will
allow a direct comparison between two similar instruments and can give new
insight in the robustness of the retrieval.

As no independent validation data of top-of-canopy fluorescence on appropri-
ate spatial scales is available it remains uncertain how accurate and precise the
current retrievals are. Models predicting top-of-canopy emission of fluorescence,
such as constructed by van der Tol et al. (2014) can improve understanding. In
addition, aircraft measurements of fluorescence are vital for validation purposes
as they can sample on the appropriate scales using robust techniques (e.g. filling
in of the O2A band. Meroni et al. 2009). Retrieved fluorescence can also be
correlated against local estimations of GPP, such as done in Frankenberg et al.
(2011b); Guanter et al. (2014); Parazoo et al. (2013); Sanders et al. (2016). The
high temporal variability under extreme conditions encountered in SIFTER v2
retrieved fluorescence could be a sign that this fluorescence product can enhance
the correlation between fluorescence and GPP at local levels.

Future mission such as TROPOMI (Veefkind et al., 2012) and FLEX (Rasch
et al., 2008) have the potential to provide fluorescence products on an unprece-
dented scale, both in terms of accuracy and spatial resolution (Guanter et al.,
2015).

Level2 data of SIFTER v2 fluorescence is projected to be released on the Tro-
pospheric Emission Monitoring Internet Service (TEMIS) data-portal in 2017.
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Appendix

Statistical Summaries

Table 5.1: Statistical summary of Experiment 2 (WATER). Basis statistics are
provided for all twelve combinations of fit window and number of principle com-
ponents. A perfect retrieval would have a RMSE, bias, standard deviation and
intercept of 0, whilst correlation (r) and slope would be 1. The absolute num-
ber of filtered pixels (autocorrelation >0.2) are given (n = 1,000 for unfiltered
retrievals).

ID λ1 λ2 # PC RMSE r bias σ slope intercept faulty
[nm] [nm] [*] [*] [*] [*]

712 758 8 0.57 0.99 -0.34 0.45 0.89 -0.22 671
H2O 712 758 20 0.65 0.99 -0.42 0.49 0.87 -0.26 485

712 758 35 0.79 0.99 -0.52 0.59 0.79 -0.26 296
734 758 8 0.42 1 0.12 0.4 1.06 0.04 645

NASA 734 758 20 0.62 1 0.37 0.5 1.07 0.27 587
734 758 35 0.52 1 0.07 0.52 1.04 0.01 434
712 783 8 0.66 0.98 -0.44 0.5 0.77 -0.21 683

KNMI 712 783 20 1.59 0.98 -0.53 1.5 0.79 -0.28 383
712 783 35 0.75 0.99 -0.52 0.55 0.75 -0.2 337
734 783 8 0.67 0.99 -0.41 0.53 0.75 -0.14 479

O2A 734 783 20 1.73 0.99 -0.28 1.71 0.86 -0.11 477
734 783 35 0.52 1 -0.19 0.49 0.85 0.01 394
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Table 5.2: Statistical summary of Experiment 3 (VEGFIX). Basis statistics
are provided for all twelve combinations of fit window and number of principle
components. A perfect retrieval would have a RMSE, bias, standard deviation
and intercept of 0, whilst correlation (r) and slope would be 1. The absolute
number of filtered pixels (autocorrelation >0.2) are given (n = 1,000 for unfil-
tered retrievals).

ID λ1 λ2 # PC RMSE r bias σ slope intercept faulty
[nm] [nm] [*] [*] [*] [*]

1 712 758 8 0.58 0.99 -0.26 0.52 0.89 -0.11 167
2 712 758 20 0.63 0.99 -0.28 0.56 0.86 -0.09 137
3 712 758 35 0.65 0.99 -0.29 0.58 0.85 -0.08 127
4 734 758 8 0.44 1 -0.02 0.44 1.04 -0.08 136
5 734 758 20 0.48 1 0.01 0.48 1.04 -0.05 131
6 734 758 35 0.59 1 -0.05 0.59 1.02 -0.08 121
7 712 783 8 971
8 712 783 20 982
9 712 783 35 984
10 734 783 8 0.77 0.98 -0.57 0.52 0.79 -0.34 441
11 734 783 20 0.44 1 -0.17 0.41 0.89 -0.03 384
12 734 783 35 0.48 1 -0.24 0.42 0.86 -0.05 360

Table 5.3: Statistical summary of Experiment 4 (VEGDYN). Basis statistics
are provided for all twelve combinations of fit window and number of principle
components. A perfect retrieval would have a RMSE, bias, standard deviation
and intercept of 0, whilst correlation (r) and slope would be 1. The absolute
number of filtered pixels (autocorrelation >0.2) are given (n = 1,000 for unfil-
tered retrievals).

ID λ1 λ2 # PC RMSE r bias σ slope intercept faulty
[nm] [nm] [*] [*] [*] [*]

1 712 758 8 0.35 1 0.22 0.27 1 0.23 767
2 712 758 20 0.3 1 0.14 0.27 1 0.14 667
3 712 758 35 0.32 1 0.04 0.31 0.98 0.07 570
4 734 758 8 0.38 1 -0.01 0.37 1.06 -0.09 191
5 734 758 20 0.41 1 0.03 0.41 1.04 -0.03 207
6 734 758 35 0.44 1 0.01 0.44 1.04 -0.05 232
7 712 783 8 1000
8 712 783 20 999
9 712 783 35 999
10 734 783 8 0.72 0.98 -0.55 0.47 0.87 -0.42 505
11 734 783 20 0.38 1 -0.17 0.34 0.92 -0.07 461
12 734 783 35 0.42 1 -0.24 0.35 0.9 -0.1 421
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Table 5.4: Statistical summary of Experiment 5 (GEO). Basis statistics are
provided for all twelve combinations of fit window and number of principle com-
ponents. A perfect retrieval would have a RMSE, bias, standard deviation and
intercept of 0, whilst correlation (r) and slope would be 1. The absolute num-
ber of filtered pixels (autocorrelation >0.2) are given (n = 1,000 for unfiltered
retrievals).

ID λ1 λ2 # PC RMSE r bias sigma slope intercept faulty
[nm] [nm] [*] [*] [*] [*]

1 712 758 8 0.41 1 -0.19 0.36 0.96 -0.13 350
2 712 758 20 0.43 1 -0.2 0.38 0.94 -0.12 268
3 712 758 35 0.47 1 -0.23 0.41 0.92 -0.12 226
4 734 758 8 0.35 1 0.02 0.35 1.07 -0.09 232
5 734 758 20 0.41 1 0.08 0.4 1.09 -0.04 198
6 734 758 35 0.45 1 -0.02 0.45 1.07 -0.12 159
7 712 783 8 0.59 0.99 -0.4 0.43 0.79 -0.18 471
8 712 783 20 3.68 0.94 -0.05 3.68 0.86 0.11 387
9 712 783 35 1.98 0.99 -0.31 1.95 0.78 -0.04 348
10 734 783 8 0.76 0.99 -0.51 0.57 0.69 -0.12 446
11 734 783 20 1.29 1 -0.32 1.25 0.79 -0.05 421
12 734 783 35 0.49 1 -0.31 0.39 0.85 -0.1 387
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